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The Bissell Proheat 2x Revolution User Manual provides detailed instructions on how to use and maintain the
Bissell carpet cleaner. Before using the deep cleaner, it is important to read all instructions and follow basic
precautions to reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury. The user manual also includes tips on using Bissell
cleaning formulas, filling the clean water tank, and cleaning carpets in both deep clean mode and express clean
mode. Additionally, it provides instructions on how to clean bare floors, area rugs, and use the hose and tool for
targeted cleaning. The manual also includes a FAQ section that answers common questions about the product.
By following the instructions and tips provided in this user manual, users can ensure that their Bissell Proheat 2x
Revolution works effectively for years to come.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING YOUR DEEP CLEANER.
When using an electrical appliance, basic precautions should be observed, including the following

WARNING
To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury:

Unplug from electrical socket when not in use and before cleaning, maintaining or servicing the appliance.

This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical,

sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or

instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Cleaning and

user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified

persons in order to avoid a hazard.

Do not run appliance over cord.

Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers, and all parts of body away from openings and moving parts of the appliance

and its accessories.

Use only the type and amount of liquids specified under the Operations section of this guide.

Do not leave appliance when plugged in.

Always connect to a properly earthed electrical socket. Do not modify earthed plug.

Do not allow to be used as a toy.

Use only as described in the user guide.

Use only manufacturer’s recommended attachments.

Do not use with damaged cord or plug.

Do not immerse in water or liquid. Use only on surfaces moistened by the cleaning process.

If appliance is not working as it should, has been dropped, damaged, left outdoors, or dropped into water; do

not attempt to operate it and have it repaired at an authorized service center.

Liquid must not be directed towards equipment containing electrical components.

Do not pull or carry by cord, use cord as a handle, close door on cord, or pull cord around sharp edges or

corners.

Keep cord away from heated surfaces.

Do not unplug by pulling on cord.

To unplug, grasp the plug, not the cord.

Do not handle plug or appliance with wet hands.

Do not put any object into openings.

Do not use with any opening blocked; keep free of dust, lint, hair, and anything that may reduce air flow.

https://manuals.plus/bissell/2859-series-spinwave-robotic-vacuum-manual
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Turn off all controls before unplugging.

Use extra care when cleaning on stairs.

Do not use to pick up flammable or combustible liquids, such as petrol, or use in areas where they may be

present.

Do not pick up toxic material (chlorine bleach, ammonia, drain cleaner, etc.)

Do not use appliance in an enclosed space filled with vapors given off by oil base paint, some mothproofing

substances, flammable dust, or other explosive or toxic vapors.

Do not pick up hard or sharp objects such as glass, nails, screws, coins, etc.

Keep appliance on a level surface.

Do not carry appliance while in use.

Unplug before attaching the TurboBrush™ tool.

Do not pick up anything that is burning or smoking, such as cigarettes, matches, or hot ashes.

If your appliance is fitted with a nonrewireable BS 1363 plug it must not be used unless a 13 amp (ASTA

approved to BS 1362) fuse is fitted in the carrier contained in the plug. Spares may be obtained from your

BISSELL supplier. If for any reason the plug is cut off, it must be disposed of, as it is an electric shock hazard

should it be inserted into a mains socket.

Do not expose to rain. Store indoors.

Always install float before any wet pick-up operation.

Plastic film can be dangerous. To avoid danger of suffocation, keep away from children.

Have servicing performed by a qualified repair person using only identical replacement parts. This will ensure

that the safety of the product is maintained.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION ON A 220-240 VOLT A.C. 50-60 HZ POWER SUPPLY ONLY.
This model is for household use only.

Assembly

WARNING: Do not plug in your deep cleaner until you are familiar with all instructions and operating procedures.

Your deep cleaner comes in four easy-to-assemble components and an accessory bag.

Base



Upper Handle

Clean Water Tank

Carry Handle



 



Thanks for buying a BISSELL carpet cleaner!

We love to clean and we’re excited to share one of our innovative products with you. We want to make sure your
carpet cleaner works as well as it does today for years to come, so this guide has tips on using (pages 7-12),
maintaining (pages 13-17), and if there’s a problem, troubleshooting (page 18). In just a few simple assembly
steps, you’ll be ready to deep clean. Flip to the Quick Start Guide on page 3 and let’s get started!

Package Contents

 

1. Upper Handle

2. 1 Screw attached to Upper Handle

3. Base with Dirty Water Tank

4. Clean Water Tank

5. Carry Handle

6. Trial Size BISSELL Formulas (3)

7. Accessory bag & hose

8. Tough Stain Tool

9. 2-in-1 Pet Upholstery Tool

10. Nozzle Clean Out Tool

NOTE: Standard accessories may vary by model. To identify what should be included with your purchase, please
refer to the “Carton Contents” list located on the carton top flap.



Getting to Know Your Deep Cleaner

Front View

Rear View



Cleaning Formulas

WARNING: To reduce the risk of fire and electric shock due to internal component damage, use only
BISSELL cleaning fluids intended for use with the deep cleaner.

Keep plenty of genuine BISSELL formula on hand so you can clean whenever it fits your schedule.
Always use genuine BISSELL deep cleaning formulas. Non-BISSELL cleaning formulas may harm the machine
and may void the guarantee.



2X* CONCENTRATED CLEANING FORMULAS



ONLY BISSELL Wash & Protect formulas protect from future stains with Scotchgard™ Protector.

Scotchgard™ is a trademark of 3M®.
*60 mL of 2X concentrated formula is equivalent to 120 mL of non-concentrated formula.

Tips Before Carpet Cleaning

If cleaning an entire room, consider moving your furniture to another area.

Remove loose dirt and impediments.

Pre-treat stains with BISSELL PreTreat to improve performance on tough stains and ground-in dirt.

Filling Your Clean Water Tank:

2X Concentrated Formula



FORMULA FILLING INSTRUCTIONS

BISSELL 2X Concentrated Formulas

DEEP CLEAN MODE

Fill water to the Water Fill Line, then add 74 mL of formula.



EXPRESS CLEAN MODE

Fill water to the Water Fill Line, then add 37 mL of formula.

NOTE: Fill with hot (140°F/60°C MAX) tap water and add the appropriate BISSELL solution. DO NOT USE
BOILING WATER. DO NOT HEAT WATER OR TANK IN MICROWAVE. Do not substitute BISSELL Cleaning
Formula with other household cleaning products.

NOTICE: Do not over wet carpet. Be careful not to run over loose objects or edges of area rugs. Stalling the brush
may result in premature belt failure.

Always use genuine BISSELL deep cleaning formulas. Non-BISSELL cleaning solutions may harm the machine
and may void the guarantee.

Cleaning Your Carpet



Deep Clean Mode:

1. Press the spray trigger to apply solution while making 2 slow wet passes – 1 forward and 1 back.

2. Release the trigger.

3. Make 2 slow dry passes – 1 forward and 1 back, to suck up the dirty solution. (Do not hold down the trigger for

this step.)

Express Clean Mode:

1. Press the spray trigger to apply solution while making 2 wet passes – 1 forward and 1 back.

2. Release the trigger.

3. Make 2 dry passes – 1 forward, 1 back to suck up the dirty solution. (Do not hold down the trigger for this step.)

NOTE: In Express Clean Mode, the dirty tank will not get as full as when cleaning with Deep Clean Mode.
NOTICE: To prevent damage to Berber carpets, avoid repeated strokes in the same area. 

Bare Floor Cleaning*





Area Rug Cleaning

Important! Please check manufacturer’s tag before cleaning area rugs for any specialized cleaning instructions.
We do not recommend deep cleaning delicate, silk, wool, antique or area rugs without a manufacturer’s tag.

Regularly clean your high-traffic area rugs in Express Clean Mode:

Check the manufacturer’s tag.

Select Express Clean Mode.

When cleaning area rugs, place the rug on a sealed surface to test for colorfastness in an inconspicuous area.

Your cleaner should not be used on unsealed surfaces.

Important: Keep the foot of the deep cleaner perpendicular to the rug’s edge with each cleaning pass to

prevent damage.

Cleaning with Hose & Tool

1. Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers, and all parts of body away from openings and moving parts. Brushroll

continues to rotate when in the upright position.

2. Brushroll continues to turn while product is turned on and handle is in upright position. To avoid damage to

carpet, rugs, furniture and flooring, avoid tipping cleaner or setting it on furniture, fringed area rugs, or carpeted

stairs during tool use.

3. The brushroll remains on while cleaning with the hose and tool. Do not allow cleaner to sit in one location for an

extended period of time, as damage to floor can result.



NOTE: If using the Deep Reach Tool (select models only) or Pet Stain Tool (select models only) be sure the



needles of the tool are pressed down into the carpet so the spray gets into the carpet fibers.

Cleaning with CleanShot

Completely cover the stain with CleanShot® spray. Allow the stain to soak. To extract, maneuver the foot of the
machine over the stain to brush and remove.

SPECIFICATION



Brand Bissell

Model Proheat 2x Revolution

Recommended Ag
e 8 years and above

Recommended Su
rfaces Carpets, bare floors, area rugs

Cleaning Modes Deep clean mode, express clean mode

Attachments Hose and tool, tough stain tool, 2-in-1 pet upholstery tool, nozzle clean out tool

Cleaning Formula
s Bissell 2X concentrated formulas

Formula Filling Ins
tructions

Fill water to the Water Fill Line, then add 74 mL of formula for deep clean mode and 37 mL
of formula for express clean mode

Additional Feature
s Scotchgard protector, FAQ section in user manual, assembly required

Power Supply 220-240 VOLT A.C. 50-60 HZ

Usage Household use only

FAQS

What is the difference between this model and the pro version? 

The pro has a 3’ longer cord, a pretreated, and some sort of brush roll cover.

Does this have a rinse mode?

Bissell sells an attachment for bare floors.

Does it use leaded or unleaded gasoline?

No gasoline needed.

Does this work on thick area rugs?

I imagine it will depend on what you mean by “thick”. If it’s very deep or long loop pile, I think you might have
problems. I have an extremely dense woven “Persian” area carpet that’s fairly thick that a rescue dog hit a couple
of times as she was learning. It took three careful treatments with multiple passes (making sure to keep running
the Bissell until it was sucking up nothing more than droplets each time) to clean it fully, but the Bissell got the job
done eventually. Much better than any “pro” cleaners I’d ever had. I made sure to let the carpet dry thoroughly
between each treatment. It worked great for a standard loop carpet and a thick, dense plush pile carpet with just
one treatment.

does this come with bare floor attachment?

No

The belt broke. How do I order a new one?

Look up Bissell online and call there service number!

Does that upholstery cleaner have suction?

Yes. Very good suction. There are two attachments as well. One with just brush bristles for upholstery and one



with bristles and nubs for cleaning ground in messes.

Does Bissell make a wash & Storage tray that’s compatible with the 1548F?

No, but you can use the HydroRinse self cleaning tool to clean out the upholstery hose. This is part number
1613828.

Does it pick up dog puke?

After you pick up any chunks. Does clean up the aftermath.

Can I use on carpet tiles?

I wouldn’t without first asking the manufacturer of the carpet tile. This machine has a very robust brushing action.
The wet solution and strong suction of the machines vacuum may ruin or pull off the tiles.

Is this easy to clean?

Very easy to clean

is it 220v-240v?

No, this deep cleaner should only be used with a standard 110 or 120V US/CA outlet.

How often can you use it?

I use mine about every three weeks….I’m sure you could use it everyday if you cleaned throughly after every use.

Will it make large area rugs over hardwood floors too wet?

No it can controlled by amount of water you use I love it and dry fast

Does this macine have offgassing or warning california 65 proposition?

I do not know what these are but there is no off gassing

Is this a steam cleaner?

No it isn’t. You fill the tank with hot water. Hope that helps. If you have any other questions, just ask. Regards,
Kathleen

can this be used as a regular vacuum ?

No it cannot, this is designed for carpet cleaning only. We’d recommend vacuuming your carpet before using.

What’s the difference between the proheat 2x revolution and the bissell proheat 2x carpet cleaner?

We have many different carpet cleaners. The Revolution models have two separate tanks for the clean and dirty
water. Colors, accessories and designs will vary by retailer.

Are the brushes removable?

I have one now that is a pain to clean after use. The brushes can be removed to clean if needed.

How east is it to empty tanks?

Tank removal is quite easy for both! Cleaning dirty water tank is not problem.

What is vacuum power?

It cleaned my couch and carpets nicely. It didn’t dry it as fast as was told, but I would buy it again. It’s not as heavy
and awkward as the rentals.

what about rinsing the carpet?

It didn’t do a very thorough job due to the suction part of the dirty water container not sealing tight. It would leave



the dirty water in the carpet.

Is this machine easy to clean? Easy access to brushes for cleaning?

I find it easy to clean, the brushes are accessible, the machine comes with a thin flexible wand to get into the area
where the waste water is removed from the carpet which I like to use to remove pet hair.

How to use?

Open dumpster. Place machine in dumpster and close lid. Just did that after less than a year and less than 10
uses.

Why did i find water in my new shampooer at time of assembly

Similar thing happened to me. I think it may have been an exchange sent as new. I got a new one and it worked
well.

What is the product package size and weight?

Similar to a vacuum but not heavy at all. Easy to use!

How do I clean with the hose and tool?

Follow the instructions provided in the user manual. Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers, and all parts of body away
from openings and moving parts. Brushroll continues to rotate when in the upright position. Brushroll continues to
turn while product is turned on and handle is in upright position. To avoid damage to carpet, rugs, furniture and
flooring, avoid tipping cleaner or setting it on furniture, fringed area rugs, or carpeted stairs during tool use.

Can I use the Bissell Proheat 2x Revolution on bare floors?

Yes, you can clean area rugs with the deep cleaner. However, it is important to check the manufacturer’s tag
before cleaning area rugs for any specialized cleaning instructions. We do not recommend deep cleaning delicate,
silk, wool, antique or area rugs without a manufacturer’s tag.

Can I use non-Bissell cleaning formulas with the deep cleaner?

Non-BISSELL cleaning formulas may harm the machine and may void the guarantee. Always use genuine
BISSELL deep cleaning formulas.

Can I use the Bissell Proheat 2x Revolution on bare floors?

Fill water to the Water Fill Line, then add 74 mL of formula for Deep Clean Mode and 37 mL of formula for Express
Clean Mode.
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